Abstract. There exists a Bernoulli shift with non-identical factor measures for which no invariant cr-finite equivalent measure exists.
Introduction
Our purpose is to give an example of a Bernoulli shift T acting on an infinite product measure space (n,9,p)=( n {o,i}, v p k , n \ -oo<fc<oo -oo<fc<oo -oo<k<oo such that the shift T, (Tco) k =a) k+ i for w = (w fc )_oo</c<co, is non-singular, i.e. P(A) = 0 if and only if P(TA) = 0 for A s f = V-°o«c<oo & k such that T is ergodic and there exists no shift-invariant cr-finite measure equivalent to the infinite product measure P = ri-<*><A:<°o Pk, where Pk is a probability measure on the set {0, 1} and & k is the smallest o--algebra which makes the fcth coordinate (o k of co € O measurable. This problem was raised by U. Krengel at the symposium on Ergodic Theory at Oberwolfach 1978. He gave in [3] an ergodic Bernoulli shift without finite invariant measure.
In § 2 we give non-ergodic Bernoulli shifts which are dissipative. In § 3 we give an ergodic Bernoulli shift without cr-finite invariant measure.
Dissipative Bernoulli shifts
Let fl = ri-co«c<oo {0, 1}, and T be the shift on n , i.e. Take a probability measure
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It follows from Kakutani's theorem on the equivalence of infinite product measures [2] that T is non-singular if and only if
In this case we have that the Radon-Nikodym derivative dPT/dP of the measure PT, (PT){A) = P(TA) forAe&, with respect to the measure P is given by
-OO<fc<OO for a.e. <a, where the infinite product converges almost everywhere. In [3] Krengel claimed that the shift T is dissipative if
In fact, more generally we have: What we are going to prove is that the infinite series
converges a.e. w. Take 0<6<\, then a standard fact says that lim (5 n (w)-|n)/(n/4)' +9 = 0 a.e. w.
n-*oo
We assume A > 1. For any e > 0 and for a.e. o>, all but a finite number of n satisfy
Then we have for all large n (2/(1 + A))"\ S -M < exp {n log (2/(1 + A)) + n log (A)/2 + e log (AXn/4)
Since for all large n log(2AV(l+A))« l +elog(A)(n/4) 9 <-l, we have for all large n
Since the series I exp(-n') n = \ converges, the theorem is proved if A > 1. If A < 1, it is enough to see that for a.e. a> and for all large n
•
Bernoulli shift without cr-finite invariant measure
We are concerned with a class of infinite product measures
given by with Q k = n (ke Z). The non-singular condition (1) for the shift T on (ft, /») defined above is equivalent to the condition f (log (A,)) 2 < oo.
< = i
What we are going to do is to give inductively a sequence (A,, n,, m,),=,i such that the shift T is non-singular, ergodic and admits no invariant cr-finite measures equivalent to P. 
Take p, > 0 such that
Second step: Choice of n,. Take c, > 0 such that 1 It follows from the central limit theorem that one can obtain a large integer n, > M,_i such that and for R < S
•+<>>",)
for co e Cl. It follows from Birkhoff's ergodic theorem that
O-a.e. o>, where EQ is the integration with respect to the measure Q. Since 
E O (F,H) = U ( T -J -) " f (AJ^-»-+ "",-.« + -N-o -, ^0(0,) (16)
JJsBS
We write we have 
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After some preparation we shall prove this theorem.
Radon-Nikodym density (dPT/dP)(to).
The sequence (A,), al in § 3.1 satisfies the non-singularity condition (3) I (log A,) 2 < I e? (by (7)) <°o (by (5)).
Thus the shift T constructed in § 3.1 is non-singular. we have
for P-a.e. w, where F,(<o) is the random variable defined in (12).
Proof. for P-a.e. a>. For A/, < / < w,, the second factor of (23) is ri I IT ^ff)x n { "
Bernoulli shift with non-identical factor measures 279 3.3. Ratio ergodic theorem. Krengel proved in [3] that if the shift on an infinite product measure n {o,a n with P k (O) = P k (l) = i forfc>0 is non-singular and conservative then it is ergodic. The shift in § 3.1 satisfies the condition. This is because It follows from the Chacon-Ornstein ratio ergodic theorem [1] that for any measurable set E with P(E) > 0, «-i dPT'
I -T=-{<O)XE(T'<O)
<26)
for P-a.e. w. Proof. We already mentioned in (26) that the limit of (I,), 2 i exists for P-a.e. <o, and is equal to the constant P(E Since the set B, is Vy=-iv,+i ^-measurable, the sets B\, B 2 ,... are independent with respect to the measure P. It follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma (in the independent case) that for P-a.e. o> there exists an infinite number of t such that
